PRESS RELEASE

Paris, July 7, 2020

Free is streamlining its Freebox plans and making
its existing subscribers’ plans even better

Free has launched the Freebox Pop and at the same time streamlined all of its plans.
And it hasn’t forgotten its existing subscribers, who are being offered a host of new
features.
For new subscribers
•

Our new subscribers can now choose between 4 Freeboxes: the Freebox Pop, the
Freebox Delta, the Freebox mini 4K and the Freebox Revolution.

•

The Freebox Delta plan has been enhanced and subscribers can now choose either
the Pop Player or the Devialet Player. The plan is now available at €39.99/month
for the first year (then €49.99/month), with the Pop Player included, and still
including Netflix, Amazon Prime and TV by Canal. As from August 22, Freebox
Delta subscribers will also be able to watch almost-live extracts of all Ligue 1 Uber
Eats football matches, at no extra cost, via their TV Player.
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For existing subscribers
We’ve not forgotten our existing subscribers and are enhancing all of their plans to
continue to bring them the latest innovations and best services.
1) For subscribers on the Freebox Delta plan:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Their speeds will be increased to 700 Mbps, automatically and at no extra cost.
As from August 22, they’ll be able to watch almost-live extracts of all Ligue 1 Uber
Eats football matches, at no extra cost, via their TV Player
The new WPA3 security standard will be integrated, at no extra cost.
They can ask to receive the new Wi-Fi Pop Repeater, at no extra cost (apart from
€10 shipping costs)
The Pop Player Multi-TV option will be available at €4.99/month (with 100 hours
of recording included and €0.02/hour/month after 100 hours)
They’ll be able to use the new Freebox Connect app, at no extra cost, to manage
their Wi-Fi super easily
The Free Devialet Player will soon be Dolby Atmos compatible

2) For subscribers on the Freebox Revolution / mini 4K / One plans
•
•
•
•
•

They’ll have better Wi-Fi, without paying any extra, thanks to a software update
that optimizes speed, range and connection stability, as well as the new WPA3
security standard
As from August 22, they’ll be able to watch almost-live extracts of all Ligue 1 Uber
Eats football matches, at no extra cost, via their TV Player (apart from subscribers
on special deals)
The Pop Player Multi-TV option will be available at €4.99/month (with 100 hours
of recording included and €0.02/hour/month after 100 hours)
They’ll be able to use the new Freebox Connect app, at no extra cost, to manage
their Wi-Fi super easily
They’ll be able to have the Pop Wi-Fi Repeater as an add-on option as from
September

3) For subscribers on the Freebox Crystal plan
•
•

As from August 22, they’ll be able to watch almost-live extracts of all Ligue 1 Uber
Eats football matches, at no extra cost (apart from subscribers on special deals)
The Pop Player Multi-TV option will be available as from September at
€4.99/month (with 100 hours of recording included and €0.02/hour/month after
100 hours)
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About Free
Free – an iliad Group subsidiary – is the inventor of the Freebox, the first multiservice box on ADSL. Free is behind
numerous innovations in the Broadband and Ultra-Fast Broadband access segment. Since January 2012, Free has
brought mobile phone usage within everyone's reach with straightforward offerings at very attractive prices. As
at March 31, 2020, Free had nearly 20 million subscribers in France (6.5 million Broadband and Ultra-Fast
Broadband subscribers and 13.3 million mobile subscribers). On May 29, 2018, the Group launched its mobile
network in Italy under the iliad brand, becoming the country’s fourth operator, and had over 5.8 million
subscribers at March 31, 2020.
Plans subject to eligibility. See free.fr for full terms and conditions.
New subscribers signing up to the Freebox Delta plan can purchase the Devialet Player for €480.
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